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Abstract  
The mechanistic windthrow risk model ForestGALES_BC was enhanced to account for the  
propagation of damage through stands, the effect of complex harvest patterns on windflow within 
canopy gaps, and the directionality and speed of local winds. The results of this project add 
greater versatility to the model so that it better reflects conditions in BC stands and takes 
advantage of new data sources. Tree lists are generated using the BC Ministry of Forest’s TASS 
(Tree and Stand Simulator) to generate pre and post-harvest tree lists. These tree lists are pre- and 
post-processed by the WINDFIRM spatial model and passed to ForestGALES_BC for tree-level 
calculation of wind loading and resistance. Damage propagation is simulated via iterative 
removal of newly susceptible trees from the initial post-harvesting tree list. The effects of partial 
harvesting on localized wind loading are accounted for through the incorporation of fetch indices. 
These indices are re-calculated on each iteration to account for the loss of newly susceptible 
trees. The iterations cease when no additional members of the tree list are vulnerable at the input 
above-canopy wind speed. In order to choose appropriate above canopy wind speeds, directional 
Weibull parameters for local wind speeds were derived from three years worth of hourly numeric 
wind model predictions produced by Dr. Roland Stull. To validate model predictions, 
comparisons were made between windthrow documented in the STEMS (Silviculture Treatments 
for Ecosystem Management in the Sayward) installation, with losses predicted using TASS 
generated tree lists designed to replicate the post-harvest conditions in STEMS. These results 
indicate that the model is sensitive to harvesting patterns and produces reasonable levels of wind 
damage. However further model refinement is necessary to fully capture tree-tree interactions.   
 



Introduction 
This research is a component of an ongoing program of research on windthrow mechanics, risk 
modelling and management conducted by Dr. Steve Mitchell in conjunction with researchers at 
the BCMOF, UBC, U.Laval and the UK Forestry Commission. A key requirement for tree-level 
mechanistic windthrow risk models is to reflect the spatial variability in stand conditions and 
characterize the variation in wind loading on trees within and at the edge of canopy gaps.  
 
The retention system has been widely adopted in coastal British Columbia as an alternative to 
clearcutting in order to maintain stand structural complexity, protect distinct vegetation 
communities and to maintain visual quality (Mitchell and Beese, 2002). In the windy climate of 
coastal BC, wind is a significant risk to the successful implementation of this innovative system. 
Routine peak winter winds associated with the passage of large-scale low-pressure systems cause 
partial loss of trees within reserves and around openings. The extreme winds of December 2001 
caused severe damage to retention patches in north-eastern Vancouver Island and the islands in 
Johnstone Strait, while the winds of December 2006 caused damage on southern Vancouver 
Island and the Lower Mainland. 
 
Since 2005 we have been working with the BCMOF Decision Support group and the UK 
Forestry Commission to integrate the UK Forestry Commission’s mechanistic windthrow risk 
model ForestGALES. ForestGALES is a non-spatial model that predicts the critical wind speed 
for tree failure and the probability of this critical wind speed in even-aged stands. We have 
updated ForestGALES by adding mechanical properties of BC conifers from our recent winching 
and wind tunnel studies (hereafter referred to as ForestGALES_BC). We have also improved the 
equations for tree stem and crown representation using values derived from TASS and from our 
field measurements. We have replaced the regional/topographic windiness score (DAMS) used in 
the UK with gridded mean annual wind speed data from BC Hydro’s Wind Resource map and 
local topographic exposure scores to estimate local probability of a given wind speed and 
direction. We have also developed an interface, WINDFIRM, which characterizes within-opening 
wind exposure due to fetch and boundary orientation. We have successfully used WINDFIRM to 
run stand-level empirical windthrow (Lanquaye and Mitchell 2005, Scott and Mitchell 2005) and 
display relative windthrow risk for cutblock edge segments. 
 
We have updated the ForestGALES code by adding critical turning moment and drag equations 
obtained from our winching and wind tunnel studies (Rudnicki et al. 2004, Byrne and Mitchell 
2007). We have also update dendrometrics (tree allometry) using a combination of taper 
equations (Kozak 1988) and equations and tree outputs from TASS (Mitchell 1975). We have 
converted WINDFIRM into an interface that processes and assembles data for gridpoints at 
regular intervals across an area, combines this with tree list data and passes the data to 
ForestGALES. Through our collaboration with Dr. Roland Stull in FSP Project Y062276 we 
have archived and summarized three year’s worth hourly weather forecasts (Modzelewski and 
Bakhshaii 2006). 
 
ForestGALES was designed for very homogeneous, single species UK plantations and assumes 
that the mean tree represents all trees in the stand. Consequently, the entire stand either survives 
or fails at a given wind speed. In reality, even in uniform stands, trees form various crown classes 
and differ in windfirmness. Loss of neighbouring trees increases wind loading on remaining 
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trees, and damage propagates until the remaining trees are stable enough to survive the 
incremental exposure. ForestGALES can only simulate continuous openings or uniform 
thinnings. Furthermore, ForestGALES treats wind within canopy gaps as non-directional. BC is 
more complex topographically than Britain and recent developments in numerical weather 
prediction modeling at UBC give us the opportunity to incorporate better, more localized wind 
data for strong wind events. The purpose of this project was to add greater versatility to the 
model so that it better reflects conditions in young mature and mature BC stands and takes 
advantage of new data sources. 
 
This project built on work completed in previous research and complemented the ForestGALES/ 
TASS/TIPSY integration project to produce a mechanistic windthrow model with the versatility 
to accommodate non-uniform young mature and mature stands using tree-lists, simulate damage 
propagation, and incorporate wind directionality and directional fetch (exposure within 
openings). These components represent major advances in model sophistication and enabled us to 
better represent the tree, stand, soil, topographic and wind conditions in silviculture systems trials 
such as STEMS from which we have datasets for model validation. These refinements will  
enable managers to examine more realistic scenarios in TASS version 3, which integrates 
WINDFIRM and ForestGALES_BC for analysis of windthrow outcomes in harvest and no-
harvest scenarios.  
 
 
Methods 
ForestGALES is a public domain software package, developed by the UK Forestry Commission 
(Dunham et al. 2000, Gardiner et al. 2000), which allows users to predict the probability of 
windthrow in uniform stands in the UK. Currently, the model is non-spatial and predicts stand 
failure based on average stand and tree characteristics. We have updated the model to include 
winching and wind tunnel results for BC species (referred to as ForestGALES_BC).  
 
We initially developed WINDFIRM to run stand-level empirical models and enable the spatial 
representation of cutblock edge windthrow risk. To enable prediction for trees in non-uniform 
stands where damaging winds can come from several directions, we made a number of 
modifications to WINDFIRM and ForestGALES_BC that enable us to work with TASS derived 
tree-lists. TASS produces pre- and post-harvest tree lists with the x, y-coordinates of each tree 
and its attributes. Since ForestGALES needs both tree and stand-level data for calculating wind 
loading and resistance, WINDFIRM was configured to assemble data for 25m*25m grid cells 
(‘pixels’). WINDFIRM calculates mean pixel-level stand attributes from the TASS-derived tree 
list and passes these mean pixel attributes along with the tree list to ForestGALES_BC. 
ForestGALES_BC was re-built to calculate outcomes for the individual trees in a pixel, based on 
tree and pixel attributes, fetch indices and local above-canopy wind speed and direction. Since 
failure of some trees changes the exposure of the remaining trees within the pixel and in down-
wind pixels, it was necessary to run the simulation iteratively in order to account for this damage 
propagation through stands. This loop begins with the immediate post-harvest TASS generated 
tree list as the initial condition. A reduced tree list is returned to WINDFIRM from 
ForestGALES_BC, reflecting windthrow of susceptible trees. WINDFIRM then re-calculates 
stand attributes and fetch from the reduced tree lists and passes them back to ForestGALES_BC. 
This allows the re-calculation of the wind profiles, gust factors and fetch indices to model the 
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effects of stem losses on wind loading on the remaining trees. This iterative loop, shown in 
Figure 1, will stop when there are no more stem losses and the post-windthrow tree lists will be 
passed back to TASS for growth and yield modelling and display. 
 
 

  
Figure 1. Schematic showing the source of input data and iterative loops between Windfirm and 
ForestGALES_BC to produce final tree list. 
 
 
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models simulate the fluid dynamics of the atmosphere in a 
series of finer and finer resolution 3-dimensional grid spaces in order to calculate how large scale 
(synoptic) weather systems Pacific low pressure systems interact with local terrain to produce 
localized wind patterns. Dr. Stull’s group runs 3 day weather forecasts using the numerical 
weather prediction (NWP) models MC2 (Laprise et al. 1997) and MM5 (Anthes and Warner 
1978) at a grid resolution of 2km and a temporal resolution of 1 hour for the southern half of BC. 
We have been archiving these datasets for the past 3 -years. As is customary in wind return 
period analysis, we fit Weibull functions to the data and determined the Weibull shape and scale 
parameters (Modzelewski and Bakhshaii 2006). Since we were able to fit functions to the data for 
each cell in the grid, we were able to produce a high resolution return period analysis for all wind 
directions, and by partitioning hourly records according to the eight cardinal directions.  
 
In early rounds of model testing, we used simple cutblock shapes with single reserve patches. For 
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subsequent validation, we used plot level data collected in the STEMS 1 silviculture systems 
experiment. This experiment was established in 2001 in the Snowden Demonstration Forest 
northeast of Campbell River. The study includes harvest areas with a range of different levels and 
patterns of canopy retention along with unharvested controls. Louise de Montigny of the BCMOF 
provided us with data from the initial measurement and 2003 re-measurement for 27 plots (de 
Montigny 2004). The plots were remeasured again in the spring of 2007. Tree species, height, 
diameter and status (standing live, standing dead, windthrown, windbroken etc.) were recorded 
along with plot x and y coordinates. This area falls within the domain of the NWP simulations. 
We therefore ran ForestGALES_BC simulations for test above-canopy wind speeds that 
represented peak annual wind speeds for this location. The pattern of actual windthrow in the 
field plots within each treatment unit was compared with predicted windthrow for the unit. 
 
During the course of this project, we held frequent project team meetings to keep the project on 
track and discuss integration of model components with members of the research team. Results of 
the project were presented at the IUFRO Wind and Trees conference in Vancouver in August 
2007.  
 
 
Results 
WINDFIRM can represent simulation results at the individual tree level or at the 25m*25m pixel 
level. The pixel level result is easily interpretable and shows the block layout test wind speed in 
m/s, direction of wind speed, total directional fetch, fetch that accounts for the presence of 
retained trees (VRFetch). At the commencement of the simulation, the immediate post-treatment 
(post-harvesting) stand condition is shown and pixels are coded as undamaged (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Pixel-level block layout defined by WINDFIRM. 
 
WINDFIRM then calculates ForestGALES input variables for the remaining forested pixels. 
These include pixel level variables such as VRFetch, spacing and mean canopy characteristics 
and tree level variables such as species, height and diameter.  Once the pixel level variables are 
calculated the tree lists are iterated through ForestGALES_BC. An empirical function is used to 
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adjust wind loading for different values of VRFetch (Figure 3). This relationship was derived 
from datasets produced in empirical studies by Scott (2004) and Scott and Mitchell (2005). 
 

 
Figure 3. Function to adjust wind loading for VRFetch. 
 
With each iteration, pixel level variables are re-calculated in WINDFIRM. The iterations 
continue and trees vulnerable at the input above-canopy wind speed continue to be removed until 
no more trees are made susceptible by the removal of upwind trees (Figures 4a-c). 
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Figure 4. Windthrow damage displayed at the pixel level in WINDFIRM caused by the a) first, b) 
second and c) third and final iteration through ForestGALES_BC. 
 
Once the final iteration is run, final tree lists for each pixel are passed back to WINDFIRM. 
WINDFIRM can also display tree level results for each iteration (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Propagation of windthrow within a pixel. 
 
 
Gridded Weibull parameters alpha (shape) and beta (scale) were produced from 3 years of 
archived numerical wind prediction data for the southern part of BC. For ease of graphical 
representation, gridded values in the form of the scale parameter are normalized by the shape 
parameter for ease of spatial representation (Figures 6-8). Darker areas indicate a windier climate. 
The inset also shows the location of the STEMS 1 experimental site. The points close to the coast 
are darker, reflecting windier locations. The Weibull parameters are among the spatial data 
assembled by WINDFIRM to be used as input to ForestGALES_BC and are used to calculate 
local above-canopy wind speed for the wind return interval specified by the user. 
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Figure 6. Spatial representation of Weibull parameters for southern BC and the STEMS 1 area. 
MC2 model. 
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Figure 7. Weibull parameters on 1.3km grid surrounding the experimental site at STEMS 1. 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Further magnification of STEMS 1 experimental site. 
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WINDFIRM is capable of displaying spatial tree lists. Figure 9 shows a TASS simulation of the 

 addition to representing spatial tree lists on an individual tree basis, WINDFIRM is capable of 

t 

clearcut with reserves treatment at STEMS 1. The “trees standing” inset represents each tree in 
the TASS generated list which remained standing after being subject to a 20 m/s above canopy 
wind from the south using ForestGALES_BC. The “trees fallen” inset represents all the trees 
which failed.   
 

 
Figure 9. TASS simulation of spatial tree lists after being iterated through ForestGALES_BC as 
represented by WINDFIRM. **Note that each pixel represents and area 25m X 25m. 
 
In
summarizing forest and pixel data to represent both damage output results and input parameters 
such as percent stand damage and VRFetch. The pixel level values for the STEMS treatment uni
shown in Figure 10 show the cumulative windthrow after the final iteration through 
ForestGALES_BC. 
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Figure 10. Pixel-level values of percent stand damage and VRFetch in a 20 m/s southerly wind 
for the clearcut with reserves treatment at STEMS. 
 
Figure 11 shows an aerial view of a trial area for the WINDFIRM and ForestGALES_BC 
simulations.  Plot data from the adjacent patch cut and group selection treatments were used to 
compare simulated windthrow damage with actual damage. The size of the stand simulated in 
TASS for this area was 597 metres by 373 metres or approximately 22 hectares. The TASS 
generated tree list was processed and iterated through ForestGALES_BC with WINDFIRM and a 
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record of standing and fallen trees produced. Table 1 shows the comparison between plot data for 
the area and simulated predictions of individual stem damage. 
 

 
Figure 11. Aerial view of clearcut with reserves and surrounding patch cut and group selection 
treatments at STEMS. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of plot and simulated windthrow results. 
 Windthrown Stems/Hectare S.E.
Patch Cut (0.5 – 3.0 ha) 5.93 3.08
Group Selection (< 0.5 ha) 9.50 5.50
WINDFIRM/ForestGALES_BC 
Simulation (using TASS tree list) 

8.04 *

* Modeled results are completely deterministic therefore standard error is not applicable. 
 
 
Discussion 
Using WINDFIRM to iterate tree lists through ForestGALES_BC enables realistic simulation of 
windthrow propagation, e.g. the process by which the failure of trees affects the exposure and 
susceptibility of their surviving neighbours. VRFetch, when used as a scalar to adjust the applied 
moment on trees, accounts for the affects of spatial variability of stand conditions on localized 
wind loading. Currently, this scalar value is proportional to the amount of stand damage predicted 
by VRFetch in empirical studies. Because of the modular design of the ForestGALES_BC source 
code, new results on tree-to-tree interactions and the effects of upwind canopy gaps on local wind 
fields can be incorporated as they become available. 
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This project has successfully integrated simulated tree lists from TASS and run each tree in these 
lists through ForestGALES_BC at various wind speeds. The numbers of windthrown trees in the 
simulations are within the confidence bounds of windthrow recorded in the STEMS treatment 
unit sample plots. In addition to producing post-harvest and post-windthrow tree lists, 
WINDFIRM allows the user to create pixel and tree level graphic representation of windthrown 
trees, and of the various input and calculated variables.  Incorporating locally produced values for 
above-canopy wind speed adds further realism to the model, although at 2km (and more recently 
1.3km) grid resolution, these results still do not capture the full complexity of terrain effects. 
 
Windthrow is a complex problem that requires incorporation of knowledge from biology, 
engineering, meteorology and silviculture. One of the challenges in interdisciplinary research of 
this nature is for team members to gain an understanding of the language and methods of the 
other disciplines. The WINDFIRM and ForestGALES_BC models provide a vehicle for 
collaborative research, development of hypotheses, scenario evaluation and integration of new 
research results.  For example, on Friday August 10, following the IUFRO Wind and Trees 
conference we convened a group of international windthrow modelers who had attended the 
conference including Dr. Barry Gardiner and his team from the UK Forestry Commission and Dr. 
Jean-Claude Ruel from the University of Laval. At this meeting we worked out a framework for 
continued collaboration on the ForestGALES family of models, and agreed to hold a multi-day 
modeling workshop in 2008. This workshop is now scheduled for the last week of October 2008 
in Roslin Scotland. We also jointly prepared a manuscript on the state of mechanistic windthrow 
risk modeling which has been accepted for the Wind and Trees special issue of the international 
journal ‘Forestry’. This issue is nearing completion and should be published in May 2008. 
 
 
Conclusion and Management Implications 
The development of a spatial tool to assemble and calculate tree, stand and landscape level 
parameters is necessary to help forest managers organize and evaluate windthrow factors such as 
geographic exposure and harvest design. Treatment and/or removal of trees at cutblock edges or 
within retention areas changes stand conditions which, consequently, alter wind exposure and 
risk of failure of residual trees. WINDFIRM permits the simulation of the spatial extent of wind 
exposure and damage while ForestGALES_BC assesses changes in individual tree stability due 
to changes in the wind environment caused by the loss of shelter from neighbouring trees. This 
will permit managers to estimate windthrow damage in multiple harvest design scenarios based 
on the processes of loading and resistance functions of individual stems.  
 
NWP derived wind data is only one component in windthrow risk modelling, it is an 
improvement on simple topographic surrogates, but still needs refinement in order to capture the 
true interaction of large scale wind fields with complex terrain. None-the-less, by integrating 
numerical weather prediction, tree and stand growth, and mechanistic windthrow risk modeling 
we enhance our understanding of cutblock design effects and the patterns of windthrow that 
develop in harvested landscapes.  
 
Through the results of this project and our continuing field monitoring of windthrow, it has 
become clear to us that for cutblock edges, geographic/topographic exposure to wind is the most 
important predictor of windthrow susceptibility, followed by removal level. Reducing fetch 
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across openings, and designing aggregate retentions to account for the initial shelter zone and 
subsequent turbulence zones could help to reduce windthrow losses. Tree-slenderness and live 
crown ratio are good tree-level predictors.   
 
The improved windthrow risk models will enable managers to test various cutblock design 
alternatives and quantify potential windthrow losses. ForestGALES_BC and WINDFIRM are 
being incorporated into the TASS-Windthrow modelling tool in a companion FSP-funded project 
and will be available to forest managers when TASS III is launched. 
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